CCTV CAMERAS

Day/Night Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTV8322HQDN3X

**FEATURES**
- High Resolution Day & Night Camera
- 1/3" SONY ExView HAD CCD
- SONY HQ1/540TVL/0.05 Lux @ F1.0
- Colour mode switches to B/W mode
- BLC/AGC Switch (ON/OFF)
- 8 steps Manual Shutter
- Back Light Compensation
- 12VDC/24VAC @ 3.5W (Dual Voltage)
- Suitable D/N Lens model: CCTVLENSDN
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Outdoor IR Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTVL733

**FEATURES**
- 1/3" Sony Super HAD, Weatherproof Colour Camera
- 420 TV Lines, 0 Lux (IR Led on at 2 Lux)
- Built in 50 IR Leds, 15 - 20M
- Water Resistance IP67
- 4.3MM lens @ F2.0, AGC, BLC AUTO
- 12V@100mA (IR OFF)/350mA (IR ON)
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Outdoor IR Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTVL5838HQ

**FEATURES**
- 1/3" Sony Super HAD II CCD - Outdoor/ Indoor/Automotive
- 540TV Lines/0 Lux/10IR Leds, Illumination to 10M
- Automatic Dynamic Digital Noise Reduction (DNR), Sense Up
- Water Resistance: IP66;
- Breaking Strength: 656.1Kgf
- AES/AGC/BLC/F.L (ON/OFF)
- Environment Light Level Drops to 2 Lux
  - IR Cut Filter Auto Switching
  - Colour Mode Switches to B/W Mode
  - IR Leds Turn On
- Lens: 12.9mm – 10mm / F1.2 Aspherical Auto IRIS / 94.6deg~28.8deg
- 12VDC, 24VAC 350mA
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Dome Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTV20D

**FEATURES**
- 1/3" Sony Super HAD CCD Dome Camera
- 420 TV Lines / 0.3Lux @ F2.0
- Lens F3.6mm / F2.0 / 72.5
- Auto AGC, BLC & AWB
- 12V 100mA
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Varifocal Dome Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTV2438HQDN

**FEATURES**
- 1/3" Sony Super II HAD CCD
- 540TV Lines / 0.15Lux @ F1.2, Day / Night Mode
- DNR - Automatic Dynamic Digital Noise Reduction, Sense UP
- AGC / BLC / FL / Digital Day & Night (ON/OFF)
- Colour Mode Switches to B / W Mode
- Unique 9 - Axis Mechanism
- Lens: 2.9mm – 10mm / F1.2, Aspherical Auto IRIS / 94.6deg~28.8deg
- 12Vdc 150mA
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Indoor IR Camera

**MODEL CODE**

CCTVL603D

**FEATURES**
- 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD IR DOME CAMERA
- 420TVL / 0Lux / 3-Axis
- F4.3mm / F2.0 / 63 Deg, AES, AGC, AWB, BLC
- Built in 24 IR LEDs, Indoor Range: 10 – 15M
- Illuminating Distance to 15M, IR LEDs on at 2 Lux
- 12v, 350mA IR on 100mA IR off
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Lens not included